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Scalable Fabrication of Flexible Transparent Heaters
Comprising Continuously Created Metallic Micromesh
Patterns Incorporated with Biomimetic Anti-Reflection
Layers
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We present the scalable fabrication of a novel transparent heater (TH) architecture by continuously creating metallic micromesh
patterns on a flexible substrate via Photo Roll Lithography (PRL). The optimal TH structure is explored by systematically
investigating the heating and transmittance characteristics depending on the metal material, thickness, and micromesh dimension. The
transmittance is further enhanced by incorporating the biomimetic moth-eye anti-reflection layer (ARC) which effectively reduces the
reflection along with diffraction and scattering of incident light. The fabricated ARC-integrated TH exhibits an excellent transmittance
with satisfactory heating up to 47.5oC at the applied current of 0.6 A, which demonstrates ten times more power-efficient than
conventional macroscale wire defrosters used in most vehicles. Successful defrosting of both planar and curved large-area surfaces
is visually demonstrated by attaching the 70  70 mm-sized THs fabricated on a glass or flexible polymer. This versatile, high-
throughput TH architecturing may be applicable to many other devices requiring flexibility, scalability, and power-efficient operation,
and their commercially-feasible production.
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1. Introduction 

Beyond the conventional heating systems commonly relying on

bulky coils or rigid panels, heating from transparent and flexible

background can realize many useful applications including optical

devices and smart building systems. For one specific example, once the

transparent heater can be scalably integrated to vehicle windows having

various curved surfaces, more effective and safer defrosting for

securing clear driving view can be done without disturbing the driver’s

vision. Namely, the defrosting system currently adopted in most

automobiles is typically based on the heating wire array, which works

well but costs the driver’s vision and high power consumption due to

its macroscale wire thickness.1-4 Developing a novel heating

architecture with high transmittance and low power consumption,

desirably on the scalable and flexible surfaces is thus called for, from

which many other applications requiring such characteristics can also

benefit much for better performance and new functionality. There are

many related researches on transparent heaters by using silver nano-wire,

graphene and carbon nanotube and the fabricated heaters have shown

powerful performance.5,6 On these recently developed heaters, however,

limitations on production yield and cost are still remaining to come out

into the industrial engineering world. For the wider applications, the

robuster and costless manufacturing method is needed to be explored.

On the basis of the well-established heating wire array structures,

narrowing the wire pattern line width while maintaining satisfactory

heating performance can address the aforementioned issues; the

metallic heating array miniaturized down to the invisible regime will be

free from blocking the driver’s vision as well as consuming electric
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energy too much. While such a microscale metal patterning can be

conducted by means of photolithography, nanoimprinting, nanospinning,

and so on,7-10 systematic studies on the miniaturized metallic wire

array’s heating (or defrosting) characteristics are scarce. The

undesirable light diffraction and/or scattering emerging as the pattern

dimensions approach the visible light wavelength should also be

considered and reduced. Further, forming such a small-scale patterns

over a sufficiently large area, that is, enough to cover the vehicle

windows remains another challenge.

In this work, we present the scalable fabrication of near-100%

transparent heaters (THs) either on a rigid or flexible substrate, which

enables power-efficient heating or defrosting of the free-curved

window surface while providing a clear view. The TH architecture

consists of a metallic micromesh structure pattern on transparent

substrates (glass or PET film), which can be readily defined by

photolithography followed by wet etching.8,10-16 Here we introduce the

Photo Roll Lithography (PRL) methodology that realizes the scalable

TH fabrication by integrating the continuous rolling principle to

micromesh patterning process.8,10 The transmittance and defrosting

characteristics are systematically investigated with varied metal

materials, mesh sizes, and applied current values, in order to explore

the optimal design and operating condition for the best performance.

While the optimized TH indicates reasonable transmittance by itself,

the biomimetic anti-reflection coating (ARC) inspired by the nature’s

moth eye is incorporated to resolve light diffraction and/or reflection

from the micromesh pattern and further enhance the transmittance.17-20

The flexible, ARC-integrated TH (ARC-TH) exhibits remarkably high

transmittance exceeding 100% with respect to 96.5% of the ARC-

absent TH, suggesting this ARC-incorporated micromesh architecture

be further applicable to a diversity of devices requiring high

transmittance in electrically conducting frameworks.

2. Experimental Section

2.1 Setup and Operation of the PRL System to Fabricate TH

For the continuous fabrication of THs, the photo-roll lithography

(PRL) system was built. The PRL system consists of a linear-motorized

substrate moving system, a rollable UV exposure system, and a

Develop module. First, the linear UV source (SUV-L, UVSMT), well-

housed with a 5  120 mm opening slit facing downward, was mounted

inside a 90 mm-diameter hollow quartz cylinder. The peak wavelength

of UV was fixed at 365 nm, and the intensity was controlled in the

range of 300 - 1500 mJ/cm2. A flexible photomask was prepared (see

below for details) and attached on the outer surface of a quartz cylinder,

where a thin PDMS layer (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) was wrapped

prior to photomask attachment to secure conformal contact between a

quartz cylinder and a photomask. The PR/metal-coated substrate was

then delivered by a motorized system (2-DOF motor, ST1 Corp.)

beneath the rollable UV exposure unit. The substrate speed could be

controlled in a range of 4 - 24 mm/s by the motorized system. As the

rolling proceeds with conformal contact maintained, the sample

continuously passes through the UV unit and the developer module for

approximately 30 s, which was finalized by the subsequent metal wet

etching by an additional 5 min immersion in the aluminum etchant.

2.2 Fabrication of a Flexible Photomask

First the hard photomask of designed micromesh patterns was

fabricated on a 5 inch quartz, which was used for making an identical

flexible photomask by photolithography and wet etching. A 500 nm-

thick Al was deposited on a PET film by using an e-beam evaporator,

followed by the spin-coating of a PR layer (AZ-1512, AZ electronic

materials) at 3000 rpm for 30 s. After soft-baking at 95oC for 45 s, UV

exposure was conducted, followed by PEB (post exposure baking) of

the sample at 95oC for 5 minutes. The UV-exposed sample was

developed in an AZ series developer (300K, AZ electronic materials).

After rinsing with DI water, the sample was immersed in aluminum

etchant (AL-11, OM group). Finally, the residual PR layer was

removed by acetone and rinsed with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and DI

water to finish the fabrication of a flexible photomask.

2.3 Fabrication of Bio-Inspired Anti-Reflection Film

Conventional electric passivation, an anodizing process on the well-

polished aluminum plate, was applied to prepare the nanoscale conical

hole array master mold which can imprint the nanocone structures

exhibiting the excellent anti-reflection functionality inspired by the

moth’s eye.17-20 In order to conformally form the anti-reflection nanocone

array onto the TH surface, the ‘rigiflex’ lithography technique was

utilized;7,21-23 the nanoconical hole array stamp of the rigiflex urethane-

based material (PUA, MINS 311RM; Minuta Tech) was replicated on a

flexible PET film using the as-fabricated rigid anodized aluminum oxide

nanocone mold. The PUA nanohole mold is rigid enough to serve as an

imprinting stamp and flexible enough to secure conformal stamping of

the nanocone structure directly onto the locally topographic TH surface.

Prior to imprinting, the TH surface was treated with a primer (glass

primer; Minuta Tech) to enhance the adhesion between TH and PUA.

Finally the PUA nanocone array was successfully imprinted on the TH.

2.4 Characterization

The fabricated TH samples were optically examined by the scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) (S-4800, Hitachi), typically at the operating

voltage of 10-25 kV after sputtering a thin Au film (< 5 nm) to avoid

electron charging if necessary. A DC power supply (HY3003D, Mastech)

was used to provide electric currents to TH samples, while temperatures

were measured by infrared camera (FLIR one, FLIR corp) and thermometer

(SDT341, SUMMIT) after sufficient time for heating. The transmittances of

TH samples were measured by spectroscopy (V670, Jasco) for the incident

visible light wavelengths spanning from 400 to 800 nm.

3. Result and Discussion

Fig. 1(a) illustrates the overall fabrication procedure of scalable THs

based on PRL. Briefly, a photomask (Al/PET) of the designed micromesh

pattern attached to a hollow quartz roll inside which a UV source is

mounted with downward collimation through a slit continuously rolls over

a photoresist (PR)-coated substrate to define the TH structure, which is

followed by developing, wet etching, and PR stripping processes. The

PRL system used in this work (see Fig. 1 in the supporting information)10

affords the high production speed up to 10 mm/s. The wet etching for

metal patterning is more suitable for scalable and high-throughput TH
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fabrication due to its simple, vacuum-free, and fast protocol compared to

dry etching.8 The metallic micromesh patterns are accordingly fabricated

with clear profile and precise dimension as shown in Figs. 1(b) (optical

photograph) and 1(c) (scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images).

To systematically investigate and optimize the heating

characteristics depending on the micromesh periods and metal

materials, four different periodic mesh patterns are designed and

fabricated with the unit cell sizes of 20, 50, 70, and 100 m and the

metal line widths to be 10% of the period for each case; all metallic

micromesh samples are designed to have 90% opening area and

theoretical transmittance of 90%. Among metals compatible with

microelectronics fabrication, Cu and Al are selected and deposited for

micromesh patterning layers with varied thickness of 500 nm or 1 m,

considering conductivity, accessibility, and wet etching availability.

We first figure out the metal material more suitable for the TH

architecture; the 100 m-period Cu and Al micromesh patterns of

500 nm and 1 m thicknesses were prepared and characterized. Fig.

2(a) shows the result of temperature increase versus applied current in

winter indoor temperature (15oC), measured center of TH at thermal

equilibrium by holding sufficient time (about 5 minutes) for each point,

for the four cases (i.e. two different metals and two different

thicknesses). Also, Fig. 2(b) shows the FLIR image for the heating

performance of TH with specific conditions which are Al mesh with

500 nm of thickness and 2.0 A of input current. As shown in Fig. 2(b),

the temperature was raised partly due to the soldering area on edge of

the TH, however, generally the temperature was raised up to about

50oC rapidly and uniformly in the whole area. (movie S1). For both

metals, the increase in temperature was more pronounced in the

500 nm thickness cases than 1 m-thick ones. It is noteworthy that the

samples with thinner metal layers were cracked down earlier by

burnout. While the operation range (up to 2.5 A) is currently satisfactory,

this indicates that the metal thickness is carefully decided for a reliable

heater with practical heating range, which will be further discussed in the

following paragraphs. It can also be confirmed that Al exhibits better

heating performance compared to Cu, suggesting that the main heating

mechanism bases on the Joule heating; a material of larger electrical

resistance (i.e. Al in this case) generates more heat under the identical

current value due to the transfer of more electrons. Along with such an

advantage in heating performance, Al is typically more favorable in

controlled wet etching than other common metals. We thus choose Al as

a primary material for the following micromesh fabrication.

Understanding the correlative influence of Al thickness and its

micromesh pattern period (cell size) on heating performance as well as

transmittance is pivotal to develop optimal TH structures. A detailed

parametric study on heating characteristics was conducted for various Al

thicknesses (100, 250, 500, and 1000 nm) and micromesh cell sizes (20,

50, 70, and 100 m) as plotted in Fig. S2 in the supporting information,

which discloses several important points regardless of the micromesh

pattern periods. First, heating performance considerably degrades in the

1 m-thick Al cases presumably because of too a big decrease in electrical

resistance and consequent Joule heating. Second, Al layers of 100 and 250

nm thicknesses undergo too early breakdown due to burnout. In our

experimental space, the 500 nm-thick Al case evidently shows the most

reliable heating performance over a sufficient operation range. Fig. 3(a)

further displays that the 500 nm-thick Al micromesh patterns of 20, 50,

and 70 m periods provide faithful heating performance beyond 100oC.

Notably, a very low electric energy is required for the operation; only a

power of 6.8 W, one-tenth of conventional macroscale wire heaters’

power consumption, was needed for heating up to 115oC. The 100 m-

period micromesh structure appears to be too coarse to carry out sufficient

heating uniformly over a testing area.

Now the optical transmittance of the 500 nm-thick Al micromesh

samples is investigated for the visible light wavelength regime (Fig.

3(b)); the 20, 50, 70, and 100 m-period ones show the average

transmittance of 78%, 75%, 74%, and 64%, respectively. The slight

decrease in transmittance from the theoretical value of 90% may be

partially due to the line width broadening usually generated during the

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the TH fabrication process, (b) Photograph of

THs with various sizes, Scale bar is 5 cm, (c) SEM images of

THs with various sizes, Scale bars are 70 m

Fig. 2 (a) Heating performance depending on the metal type (Al and

Cu) and its thickness (100 m in period, 10 m in width), (b)

Measurement the heating performance by using a IR camera

(Al mesh with 500 nm of thickness at 2.0 A of current)

Fig. 3 (a) Heating performance, (b) Optical transmittance of the

500 nm-thick Al TH samples with varied cell sizes
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exposure step in photolithography. More importantly, the interaction

between the incident light and the locally topographic micromesh

surface may induce diffraction and/or scattering of some light (see the

opaqueness in Fig. 1(b)) which otherwise may go through the openings.

The transmittance can therefore be further improved by relieving

such an additional reflective loss. The increase of opening area can be

one solution to improve the transmittance. In addition, the reduction of

reflectance is also needed because it has been widely known that

reflection by metal grid, even if it is very narrow, disturb the

indivisual’s vision in the practical using. To this end, we now apply the

ARC onto the TH surface (Figs. 4(a)-4(c)); given the prior

experimental results, a new TH sample was designed with the 7 m

line width and the 700 m cell size and was fabricated in the large area

of 70  70 mm by carrying PRL out on a 500 nm-thick Al layer

deposited on the PET substrate. Then the anti-reflective, moth-eye-

inspired nanopillar structure was directly imprinted onto the fabricated

TH surface by using the optically transparent UV-curable resin via

rigiflex lithography where the flexibility of PET further facilitated

conformal contact between the nanopillar stamp and the TH surface.7,21

While the heating performance remains satisfactory (heated up to

47.5oC at the current of 0.6 A; Fig. 4(d) and up to 110oC at the current

of 2.5 A), this novel ARC-TH architecture demonstrates a remarkable

enhancement of transmittance (Fig. 4(e)); compared to the 96.5%

transmittance of the ARC-absent TH with the same micromesh pattern,

the transmittance of the ARC-TH reaches at 100% which is the

reference transmittance of bare PET film. It is also observed that the

ARC successfully conceals the glint of metallic micromeshes. In Fig.

4(e), red line, blue line and black line indicate the transmittance of

ARC PET film, ARC-TH film and ARC-absent TH, respectively.

Because the transmittance of bare PET film was set as reference ARC

PET film records higher than 100%. The result confirms that the ARC

leads the incident light to smoothly go through, some of which

otherwise would be diffracted or scattered at the TH surface.

Furthermore, the ARC may provide additional durability to the

underlying TH structure owing to the high Young’s modulus

(320 MPa) of the resin used, as previously verified by the pencil test

(surface hardness of 3H level).24

We finally give a demonstration of actual defrosting of the iced

surfaces by using the fabricated THs to validate the performance (Fig.

5). Experiments were conducted for the two cases - flat and curved

surfaces; for the flat surface defrosting, a TH fabricated on a glass was

located on the flat ice, and a flexible TH fabricated on PET was

wrapped around the iced bottle for the curved case. As vividly shown

in Figs. 5(a)-5(b), the texts blurred by the ice underneath become

clarified as the THs perform defrosting (heating temperature set to

33oC with the 0.5 A current applied), successfully working for both the

planar and curved surfaces.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have presented the scalable fabrication of a novel

TH architecture utilizing metallic micromesh patterns continuously

created by PRL on both rigid and flexible substrates. The optimal TH

structure in terms of heating performance as well as transmittance has

been investigated by tuning the material, thickness, and dimension of

metallic micro-meshes. We have also demonstrated that the TH

transmittance could be further enhanced by incorporating the

biomimetic ARC, while sustaining the satisfactory heating

performance. Along with the transparent defroster experimentally

confirmed in this work, this power-efficient, highly-transparent

electronic architecture may be capitalized in a broader array of

applications involving wearable heaters, flexible photonics and heat

sensors, smart buildings, and more.
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